Settling in for the winter
(of our discontent?)
We have invited a Feng Shui consultant to visit us later on
this month. I want everything in our home to be harmonious as
we move to the next phase of our development.
I have today written to the subscribers of my covid website
that I shall no longer be adding information on a daily basis.
Readers have a choice of reading over 15,000 entries which
themselves lead to an average of four time that number and
between them they reach into every corner of the ghastly
corrupt world of Covid.
I told my readers that if they did not ‘get it’ by now there
was nothing more I could do. The main object of Covid is to
act as a frightener to bringing on the NWO New World Order
where the planet as we know it is being destroyed deliberately
yes you heard that right. Mass starvation will be the order
of the day and many millions will die.
An example of the dystopian scenario is an interview with Mike
Adams and the founder of EngineeringWatch.org. Here it is.
Advice given by Dr Fuellmich is that we should be happy and
aware. Instead of complying we should resist. I intend to
have a full and happy time in winter. Amazing how sure the
main stream media is that we are going to have a cold winter.
Maybe they know something that we do not. I would like to
build up a consultancy business to assist those who are
frightened and disorientated but until we have the right
formula I shall not proceed. Meanwhile I have a stack of books
I want to read.
I am fascinated by accounts of NDE’s, near death experiences.
They show how transitory this world is and how there is no
escape from your actions and indeed your thoughts. I watched

one where the landscape was so luminescent that each blade of
grass was said to have its own music and its own distinctive
smell. In a way I cannot wait to pass over but I know that
many are sent back as they have to finish their tasks agreed
and given for this life. I do not feel, at 78, that I have
finished – by a long chalk.
Last Thursday we visited a Crafters show in the Bath and West
showgrounds south of Shepton Mallet. I went mainly for
Francoise but it was interesting to see an alternative world
of greatly skilled people working their craft. So many types –
needle work, crochet, embroidery, printing, weaving etc. Let’s
hope these therapeutic crafts stay alive.
For the winter I am making arrangements for a ‘sitting round
the fire’ event at our home, either inside or outside weather
permitting. ‘Down’ days like we all have can be worse in the
cold and frost. The main thing that is important to me, at
the end of the day, is making a difference to the life of
others even if its in a small way. I wonder if there is any
such thing as a ‘small’ way. You have either given support or
you have not.

